A community of neighbors helping aging adults lead independent and engaged lives at home.

August 2022 Newsletter
Dear Members and Friends,
I was privileged to attend a Celebration of Ann Baehr’s Life event last month. Ann, who along
with her husband Joel (some of you know Joel as our former meditation group leader) was an
active and dedicated board member. Ann contributed so much to CN including signing on, along
with her husband, as our first Legacy Gift Society members.* She passed away suddenly in 2021.
The event was lovely. It was evident that Ann was adored by her family: her husband, two daughters and their husbands, and several grandchildren. The tearful tributes were tender, eloquent, and
often, funny, (Ann was a character).
After Ann’s family and closest friends spoke, several neighbors took the podium to tell their
stories. One young mother, Jenna, told of how Ann, an avid gardener, had offered to give her some gardening tips. Thus began an ongoing relationship where Ann was not only her go-to gardening consultant,
but also became a friend to her young daughter. Another neighbor, Pam, told the story of how, soon after her
move to the neighborhood, she glanced out her front window to see a woman weeding her self-admittedly
neglected garden (I did mention that Ann was a character). Once introductions were made, Pam and
her daughter enjoyed a close relationship with Ann over the years. And both neighbors shared how
they are now enthusiastic gardeners because of Ann’s loving influence and guidance.
It occurred to me that Ann’s relationships with her neighbors are a quintessential and shining
illustration of the benefits of aging in place, of how older adults and other generations mutually
benefit in transformative ways. Elders are able to create bonds born of their nurturing wisdom, skills,
and experience and younger neighbors offer them opportunities to engage and thrive. Lives are made
better from knowing and learning from each other. And what’s more satisfying than that…
Jan Latorre-Stiller, Executive Director
*We invite you to join our Legacy Gift Society
By joining our Legacy Gift Society, you are extending your commitment to Cambridge
Neighbors by bequeathing a major gift as part of your overall financial and estate
planning. It can range from a bequest made in a will leaving a percentage or a specific
amount, to gift annuities and charitable trusts.

CN Member Passings

Your bequest will help us to continue to provide the highest level of service. Please
contact Jan Latorre-Stiller for more information.
“It’s my honor to launch the Cambridge Neighbors Legacy Gift Society with a bequest. I
wanted to make sure that Cambridge Neighbors continues beyond me! This organization that
provides a personal approach to supporting those of us who want to stay in our home and
communities as we age has enhanced my husband’s and my life to a great extent. It supports
our goal of remaining active and involved for as long as we are able. And the friendships we
have made are valuable to us. We are dedicated to the cause!” —Ann Baehr
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Please be aware of possible health risks in attending in-person
events.

nade. Meet at the ticket machines in the Harvard Square
Station at 10:30am. Please contact the CN Office to sign up.

The Latest on Covid and Monkeypox w/ Dr. Douglas Huber
Monday, August 1, 10:30am, Zoom. See page 3.

“In Search of Thoreau’s Flowers: an Exploration of Change
and Loss.” Harvard Museum of Natural History
26 Oxford St., Cambridge, Wednesday, August 17, 10:30am
“A visually compelling and immersive exhibition.” As a naturalist, Thoreau had a deep commitment to environmental
conservation and his journals reveal detailed observations
on local flora and serve as a reminder of our responsibility
to protect our natural environment. Over six hundred specimens serve as the foundation of this exhibition. Time permitting, other exhibits can also be enjoyed. Tickets are $13
for 65+, but museum passes are often available at local public libraries and provide free admission for four. Meet the
group at the entrance on 26 Oxford St. at 10:30am for this
self-guided tour. Please contact the CN Office to sign up.

Backyard Concert featuring Chris Teal and Sarah Coffman
Thursday, August 4, 4:00pm–5:30pm
CN Members Peter and Susie White
have, once again, generously offered
their beautiful backyard as the setting
for a summer outdoor concert featuring accomplished musicians, Chris Teal
on violin and cellist and vocalist,
Sarah Coffman. Wine and appetizers
will be available. To keep everyone safe, only fully-vaccinated
members may attend and the number of attendees will be
limited. Please sign up through the CN Office at which point
the address and parking directions will be provided. Because
of limited parking, carpooling, if possible, is appreciated.
“Looking at the Upside: A Psychologist’s Insights about
Aging Well and Managing Setbacks”
with Dr. Joe Casciani, PhD
Wednesday, August 10, 2:00pm, Zoom
We are all living longer. Some of us will
live well into our 90s, maybe even to
100 and beyond. Will we live “well” at
that point? This presentation encourages “turning aging on its head,” with
an uplifting perspective on aging successfully, overcoming
obstacles, and the resilience needed to start new chapters.
Dr. Casciani has distilled the science behind this so as to present on how to have a fresh and positive mindset about the
future, with solutions that help to lift depression, committing
one to moving forward no matter how many bumps are encountered along the way. Please contact the Office to sign up.

Special Explorer Walk, Thursday, August 11, 10:30am
Leventhal Map Center and the Esplanade
This walk will include an 11:30am tour at The Norman B. Leventhal Map & Education Center at the Boston Public Library
and a pay-your-own lunch at the Newsfeed Café, returning to
the Charles/MGH Red Line stop after a stroll along the Espla-
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Brunch at Branchline Restaurant, Sunday Aug. 21, 11:30am
Join fellow CN members for an outdoor Sunday Brunch at
Branchline Restaurant in Watertown. Pick from a menu
which includes mimosas, waffles, burgers, their famous
chicken, and more. Spaces are limited. Separate checks.
Please contact the CN Office to sign up.
“Saving Ukrainian Art” with Oleksandra Kovalchuk
Tuesday, August 23, 2:00pm-3:30pm, Zoom
CN is happy to host Oleksandra Kovalchuk, the acting director of the Odesa Fine Arts Museum, Ukraine and volunteer
leader fundraiser of the NGO Museum
for Change, which is working to help
Ukrainian museums protect their collections. In this presentation, Oleksandra will speak about Odesa’s history
and the values of the Ukrainian people, as well as present on several of
the museum’s pieces, which often reflect these very histories and values. She will then address
the current situation for the museum and other Ukrainian
museums and talk about the initiatives of the NGO Museum
for Change. She will allow time at the end for Q&A. CN
Members, if so moved, will have the opportunity to donate
toward Oleksandra and Museum for Change’s efforts. Details will be provided during the program. Please contact the
CN Office to sign up.
“Decluttering and Downsizing: You Can’t Take It with You”
Wednesday, Aug. 31, 2:00pm, Ruth Levitsky, AARP, Zoom
Having too much stuff can impede people from relocating or
getting health care into their homes. As fall approaches and
we start to think about getting organized, this program explores why stuff is so important for some of us and teaches
practical, easy-to-follow tips on downsizing and decluttering.
We welcome back AARP speaker, Ruth Levitsky for this engaging presentation. Please contact the CN Office to sign up.
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11:00am
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The Latest on Covid and Monkeypox w/ Dr. Douglas Huber
Monday, August 1, 10:30am, Zoom. Courtesy of NAH
Tune in to hear the latest health news from Newton at Home
member, Dr. Douglas Huber. Sign up through the CN office.
Backyard Concert—Thursday, August 4, 4:00pm-5:30pm
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
Tipple—Mondays, Aug. 8 and Aug. 29 (Both at Nubar) 5:00pm
We will hold both of our Tipples at Nubar at the Sheraton Commander Hotel in Cambridge this month, with none to be held
over Zoom. Limited spaces. Please be aware of possible health
risks in attending this in-person event. Sign up through the office.
Looking at the Upside: Managing Setbacks with Dr. Joe Casciani
Wednesday, Aug. 10, 2:00pm, Zoom
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
Explorer Walks—Thursdays, Aug. 11 and 25, 10:30am
● Leventhal Map Center and the Esplanade, Aug. 11, 10:30am
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
● Mount Auburn Cemetery, August 25, 10:30am

Meditation w/ Nancy—Fridays, Aug. 12 & 26, 1:00pm, Zoom

Biography Book Group—Tuesday, Aug. 16, 2:00pm, Zoom
This month, the group will be discussing the book The Last
American Aristocrat by David S. Brown.
In Search of Thoreau’s Flowers—Wed., Aug. 17, 10:30am
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
Brunch at Branchline—Sunday, August 21, 11:30am
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
Saving Ukrainian Art—Tuesday, August 23, 2:00pm, Zoom
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
CN Information Session—Friday, August 26, 3:00pm, Zoom
Have friends or neighbors who may be interested in learning
about Cambridge Neighbors? Please encourage them to join
in on our Information Session, held over Zoom.
Decluttering and Downsizing—Wed., Aug. 31, 2:00pm, Zoom
See page 2 for full description. Sign up through the CN office.
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Just when you thought there was no good news to be found,
here’s a bit of delicious information to help lighten the mood:
Dark chocolate is good for you!
From “7 Proven Health Benefits of Dark Chocolate” by Kris Gunnars, BSc. Medically reviewed
by Jerlyn Jones, MS MPA RDN LD CLT, Nutrition for Healthline. Updated July 13, 2022

Here’s the bottom line: there is considerable evidence that cocoa can
provide powerful health benefits, being especially protective against
heart disease.
1. Quality dark chocolate is rich in fiber, iron, magnesium, copper, manganese, and a few other minerals.
2. Cocoa and dark chocolate have a wide variety of powerful antioxidants.
In fact, they have way more than most other foods.
3. The bioactive compounds in cocoa may improve blood flow in the arteries
and cause a small but statistically significant decrease in blood pressure.
4. Dark chocolate improves several important risk factors for disease. It lowers oxidation-prone LDL
and improves insulin sensitivity.
5. Research shows a reduction in heart disease risk among those who consume a moderate amount of chocolate.
6. Studies show that the flavanols from cocoa can improve blood flow to the skin and protect it from sun damage.
7. Cocoa or dark chocolate may improve brain function by increasing blood flow. It also contains stimulants like caffeine
and theobromine.
Of course, this doesn’t mean you should consume lots of chocolate every day. It’s still loaded with calories and easy to overeat. Just a square or two. Choose quality dark chocolate with 70% or higher cocoa content. You might want to check out
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/dark-chocolate-buyers-guide on how to find the best dark chocolate.
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